Cultivating Powerful Writing Spaces, Enhancing Engagement, and Developing Teacher Leaders since 2003

One-Time Professional Learning Contracts

- Let us know what you want and we can do it! We will quote you a price based on the time and labor involved, including planning, travel costs and time, meals, etc. The cost can range from $900-$2,000 for a one-time workshop, institute, consultation, etc. with a school or school district.

Contract Level A*: $2,500 *A Taste of the Writing Project*

- Up to 10 teachers attend 3 Saturday Morning Workshops of their Choice
- ½ day mini-institute with up to 10 teachers following one of the Saturday Morning Workshops

Contract Level B*: $10,000 *Introduction to the Writing Project*

- ½-day needs-assessment/goals consultation with administration, literacy coaches, teacher leaders
- 1-day mini-institute with up to 10 teachers leaders joining others from the region
- Books and supplies provided for the mini-institute
- 2 days of professional learning embedded within classrooms or grade levels
- ½-day consultation with up to 10 teacher leaders to lay out an action plan for continued work
- ½-day consultation with up to 10 teacher leaders to plan presentation at the Host Writing Project Conference
- Up to 10 teacher leaders attend 3 Saturday Morning Workshops of their choice
- Up to 10 teacher leaders attend Red Clay Writing Project Conference to participate and present what they are doing at their school level

Contract Level C*: $20,000 *Building an Awareness and Practice in the Writing Project*

- ½-day needs-assessment/goals consultation with administration, literacy coaches, teacher leaders
- 1-day mini-institute with up to 15 teachers leaders joining others from the region

*Mileage and hotel (if required) will be additional expenses if traveling more than 50 miles one-way.*
• Books and supplies provided for the mini-institute
• ½-day needs-assessment/goals consultation with administration, literacy coaches, teacher leaders
• 5 days of professional learning embedded within classrooms or grade levels
• 5 after-school meetings facilitated with small groups
• ½-day consultation with up to 15 teacher leaders to plan presentation at the Host Writing Project Conference
• Up to 15 teacher leaders **attend 5** Saturday Morning Workshops of their choice
• Up to 15 teacher leaders **attend Red Clay Writing Project Conference** to participate and present what they are doing at their school level

**Contract Level D**: $30,000 *Writing Project Partner*

• 5-day institute (summer, weekends, or weekdays) for interested faculty, teacher leaders, administrators
• Books and supplies provided for the institute
• ½-day needs-assessment/goals consultation with administration, literacy coaches, teacher leaders
• 1-day mini-institute with up to 20 teachers leaders joining others from the region
• 5 days of professional learning embedded within classrooms or grade levels
• 5 after-school meetings facilitated with small groups
• Up to 20 teacher leaders **attend 5** Saturday Morning Workshops of their choice
• ½-day consultation with up to 20 teacher leaders to plan presentation at the Host Writing Project Conference
• Up to 20 teacher leaders **attend Red Clay Writing Project Conference** to participate and present what they are doing at their school level
• Monthly email, phone, or skype support for administration and teacher leaders for one year

**Contract Level E**: $50,000 – *Writing Project School*

• Up to 25 teacher leaders participate in the 2-week Invitational Summer Institute (or equivalent – a 10-day institute experience during the school year, on weekends, etc. as scheduled with the school)
• Books, supplies, and a small stipend for teachers are provided
• 1-day needs-assessment/goals consultation with administration, literacy coaches, teacher leaders
• 1-day mini-institute/workshop with teachers from the school
• Books and supplies provided for the institute/workshop
• 10 days of professional learning embedded within classrooms or grade levels
• 10 after-school meetings facilitated with small groups
• Up to 25 teacher leaders **attend 7** Saturday Morning Workshops of their choice
• 1 day consultation with up to 25 teacher leaders to plan presentation at the Host Writing Project Conference

*Mileage and hotel (if required) will be additional expenses if traveling more than 50 miles one-way.*
• Up to 25 teachers attend the Red Clay Writing Project Conference to participate and present what they are doing at their school level
• 1 day consultation with administration, teacher leaders, literacy coaches, etc. to evaluate the year’s work and make a plan to sustain and enhance the work across the summer and next school year
• Unlimited email, phone, skype support for administration and teacher leaders for one year

*Mileage and hotel (if required) will be additional expenses if traveling more than 50 miles one-way.*